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FINAL GRADE

78/0

final submission
GRADEMARK REPORT

GENERAL COMMENTS

Instructor

Knowledge and understanding – 30% - 24

The extent to which the presentation
demonstrates strong knowledge and
understanding of relevant academic concepts.

Some of these following are touched at the
surface not developed in
detail: 1)      Purpose  of the assignment ?  To
analyse the current position,   ·         To evaluate
the benefits and drawbacks of the previously
implemented for  strategy
,·         Implementation of sustainable strategies
for the growth and development
,·         Implementation of strategies,
infrastructural change management,
 Introduction of the company
·   Category, Targeted segment , Parent brand,
Core values ----------------- well written

Give brief on the organisation on : lifecycle
stage, current position, competitive advantages
if any, competitor position and the requirement
for the strategies type. Explain the following:
 Industry analysis and company position ,
 Explain the current growth rate of industry
, Explain company’s financial position-, Revenue
earned world wide -----------ok

Explain the result of internal environment
analysis done previously (A1) ( mention the
models used ) KEY findings: VRIN / VRIO results-
, Mc Kenjie result – , BCG result – , Eg. Hr and
corp culture, location, brand positioning,
distribution and logistics dept, innovation
and  research dept, strength of investment and
adaptation and integration of technology, organ.
Structure of the manpower involved, any BCG
analysis?, unique strength, value etc???------------
-------well covered

Explain the result of external environment
analysis done previously (A1) ( mention the



models used ), Porters 5 forces – , Pestel- ,
Industry life cycle- , Competition that it faces,
evidence of sustainable mkt strategy---------------
------ok

 ========================================

•               • Analysis and evaluation – 30% -
good analysis  23

The extent to which the presentation
demonstrates analytical skills, and the quality
of the conclusions generated.: generally
descriptive but covers key areas. ----------------
some of the strategic evaluations are well
covered, gap analysis , strategic
implementation, timeline etc-------------------------
----.good

=========================================

 

•               • Research and enquiry – 25% - 17

The quality and evaluation of the sources used
and ability to reference using the Harvard style.:
adequately done , although the arguments and
analysis is rather poor not comparative The SAF
model is not explained well----------------------------
--

=========================================

 

•               • Presentation – 15% - 11

Demonstration of effective presentation skills
and ability to produce high quality supporting
material.---------------------------- good
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RUBRIC: L6 STRATEGIC MGT A2 V3A

KNOWLEDGE (30%)

100 - 80
(100)

79 - 70
(79)

69 - 60
(69)

59 - 50
(59)

49 - 40
(49)

39 - 20
(39)

19 - 0
(19)

ANALYSIS (30%)

100 - 80
(100)

79 - 70
(79)

69 - 60
(69)

59 - 50
(59)

49 - 40
(49)

39 - 20
(39)

19 - 0
(19)

77.50 / 100

79 / 100

The extent to which the presentation demonstrates strong knowledge and understanding of
relevant academic concepts.

Shows a systematic understanding of relevant academic concepts and can
apply these to the situational context. Reflects multiple perspectives,
understanding where the knowledge base is most / least secure.

Meets all the requirements of the lower descriptor and shows elements and/or
partial elements of the higher descriptor

Shows a detailed knowledge of relevant academic concepts, however may not
be able to apply these to the situational context. Some awareness of different
ideas, contexts and frameworks.

Meets all of the requirements of the lower descriptor, and shows elements and
/ or partial elements of the higher descriptor.

Shows a broad knowledge of relevant academic concepts, however they may not
be applied to the situational context. Information provided suggests a fixed
knowledge base or absolute truth.

Meets all of the requirements of the lower descriptor and shows elements
and/or partial evidence of the higher descriptor.

Shows no awareness of relevant academic concepts. No demonstration of
situational awareness. Presents incorrect information as truth.

79 / 100

The extent to which the presentation demonstrates analytical skills, and the quality of the
conclusions generated,

Analyses information, using reasoned arguments, supported by relevant
evidence. Generates logical conclusions that follow on from the evidence and
arguments.

Meets all the requirements of the lower descriptor and shows elements and/or
partial elements of the higher descriptor

Analyses information using arguments, supported by evidence. Generates
logical conclusions that are relevant to the situation context.

Meets all the requirements of the lower descriptor and shows elements and/or
partial elements of the higher descriptor

Analyses information but may not be supported by evidence. Generates
conclusions with limited relevance and / or not supported by the analysis.

Meets all of the requirements of the lower descriptor and shows elements
and/or partial evidence of the higher descriptor.

Describes information, with no analysis. Generates summative conclusion only.



RESEARCH (25%)

100 - 80
(100)

79 - 70
(79)

69 - 60
(69)

59 - 50
(59)

49 - 40
(49)

39 - 20
(39)

19 - 0
(19)

PRESENTATION (15%)

100 - 80
(100)

79 - 70
(79)

69 - 60
(69)

59 - 50
(59)

49 - 40
(49)

39 - 20
(39)

19 - 0
(19)

79 / 100

The quality and evaluation of the sources used and ability to reference using the Harvard style.

Uses a range of high quality sources, which are exclusively academic.
Demonstrates critical evaluation of the source material. Cited correctly using
the Harvard style.

Meets all the requirements of the lower descriptor and shows elements and/or
partial elements of the higher descriptor

Uses a range of sources, most of which are high quality. Some evidence of
source evaluation. Cited correctly using the Harvard style.

Meets all of the requirements of the lower descriptor, and shows elements and
/ or partial elements of the higher descriptor.

Uses sources of variable quality. Limited evidence of source evaluation.
Consistently cited bot necessarily using the Harvard style

Meets all of the requirements of the lower descriptor and shows elements
and/or partial evidence of the higher descriptor.

Limited or no references, none of which can be considered academic.
Unrecognisable style of referencing used.

69 / 100

Demonstration of effective presentation skills and ability to produce high quality supporting
material.

Uses language that is clear, concise and appropriate to a professional audience.
Design of the material actively enhances the message being communicated and
shows evidence in design.

Meets all the requirements of the lower descriptor and shows elements and/or
partial elements of the higher descriptor

Uses language of a high professional standard that is mostly appropriate to the
audience. Design material enhances the message being communicated but may
be simplistic in design.

Meets all of the requirements of the lower descriptor, and shows elements and
/ or partial elements of the higher descriptor.

Uses language of that can be clearly understood but may not be appropriate to
the audience. Design material shows basic but does not distract from the
message being communicated.

Meets all of the requirements of the lower descriptor and shows elements
and/or partial evidence of the higher descriptor

Uses language of that is not clearly understandable or is unprofessional. Design
material distracts from the message being communicated.


